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Chair’s Report – Bina Patel
The last year has been a year of change in both thought, word and
deed.
After a year to settle into the new role I stepped in to make some
changes with the functioning of the LPC. This began with cancellation
of a Committee meeting in May 2019 in order to free the Committee members who
represent you to go out and visit the contractors and make a concerted effort to increase
LPC forum attendance. This I felt was necessary for your new Committee to engage with
you the Contractors. My focus is on ensuring that the LPC represents the Contractors and if
we engage and listen to what you need then we can do our job properly. The LPC
committee is not just a “talking shop” but an organisation voted by you the Contractor to
represent and support you; we need to work with you to deliver the outcomes, and your
opinions and actions help shape the outcome.
In June/July 2019 there were two big ticket items, the launch of the GP network Direct
Enhanced Service (DES), which brought Primary Care Networks into our line of vision, and
the 5 year Community Pharmacy Contractual Framework which was agreed between
PSNC, NHSE&I and DHSC.
Primary Care Networks do offer opportunities for contractors to work together for a
common purpose and to properly engage with GP practices, the development of this will
be patchy at first as the GP networks are at different stages of maturity. Key to this was
getting in at an early stage, the LPC worked with the enablers in CCGs to ensure this
happened, and also mapped pharmacies to PCNs. The LPC has completed this task and
as a result we now have PCN Pharmacist leads elected by the PCN locality Pharmacists. I
would encourage colleagues to work together to help progress further joint working with
GP PCN networks.
The new contract flat funding, which is disappointing for some and could leave many
struggling pharmacies, particularly vulnerable outlets, was a worrying issue. The assertion
that “well at least they didn’t impose any more cuts” is not helpful when costs continue to
increase for Contractors. The LPC will therefore endeavour to maximise uptake of available
services when they come on stream however again I would encourage colleagues to
ensure service delivery is at its level best standard to enable the LPC to have a stronger
base to work with when negotiating for commissioning of further services.
In August the LPC raised the importance of peer discussions as part of revalidation, and as
a result the LPC facilitated events locally to enable colleagues to complete the peer
discussion element of the Revalidation process.
During September we held our annual Conference and we were lucky to have Gordon
Hockey, Director of Operations and Support at PSNC who gave us further insight into the
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new Contractual arrangements. We also attended the PSNC conference at which the
independent review into contractor representation was announced. In this period we also
started a review of Governance at the LPC and also migration of the Healthy Living
Partnership into the PSNC model. For colleagues it was also the opening of the Pharmacy
Quality Scheme window.
With the announcement of the Community Pharmacist Consultation Service (CPCS) a study
day was organised in conjunction with CPPE to ensure colleagues had a better knowledge
of CPCS, patient assessment etc for delivery of the CPCS service. This was a highly
attended event with more than 96 attendees. The LPC also organised locality meetings to
raise contractor awareness of the PCNs, importance of engagement with PCNs and also
discussing and selecting a lead for the identified PCN. Once again attendance to these
events Essex wide was excellent.
In the new year we all had to meet the PQS deadline and support was available to ensure
colleagues were enabled to do so. The Committee meanwhile was at this point busy
responding to the outcomes of the Wright review into contractor representation.
Ash Pandya left us in late 2019 after a long period of service to the LPC, and we wish him
well in the future. In early 2020 following an advertising/interview process we appointed
Karen Samuel-Smith as our now Chief Officer. I would like to congratulate Karen and I am
sure you will be pleased to know of her appointment into the position. I am sure she will
continue to deliver a high standard of service.
I would like to think that the changes we have made to the LPC’s functionality reassures
every one of the focus the Committee and the Office has on joint working, to deliver
bigger and better results from here onwards.
By March 2020 the world went into COVID-19 pandemic situation. Thank you to all
colleagues for their tremendous effort to support the public and show the true colours of
Community Pharmacy.
This has been a stressful time for everyone, but I would like to thank the committee; Karen
and the office staff for the tremendous job they have done in the last year. It has been a
time of change and upheaval, but it also continues to be so due to the current situation
with COVID-19.

Bina Patel
Chair
Essex LPC
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Chief Officer’s Report – Karen Samuel-Smith
As I write this report at the end of 2019/20 and look back at the
previous year, the impact of the global Covid-19 pandemic cannot
be ignored: The retrospective view of the whole year feels a bit like
looking through a telescope the wrong way, however it is necessary
that we reflect on the whole year in context.
This is my first report as Essex LPC’s chief officer, Ash Pandya left the organisation in October
after 11 years’ service. As an executive office and as a committee we have undergone a
thorough review of our workforce, our stakeholder relationships and our ways of working to
try and meet the needs of contractors. We have an increased focus on transparency and
accountability and have reinstated our office motto “We work for Them” meaning we work
for you, the contractors.
I would like to thank Penny Skellern, Jon Lake and Simon Moul for their work as the LPC
Governance, Scrutiny and Oversight Committee in the past year: they have had some big
issues to address and some difficult decisions to make, but thanks to their work you have
assurances that the standards you should expect from a representative committee funded
by your levies are being upheld.
The office is moving towards a flatter, broader structure which should ensure more troops
on the ground where needed, more opportunities for proper two-way communication and
listening to contractor concerns, and building relationships with the real decision makers
where we can have more influence in commissioning organisations. At the hub of this is our
office manager Angela Culleton, who has stepped in and stepped up to all manner of
challenges during the year with her enthusiasm, warm personality and (almost) endless
cups of tea. She has organisational skills I can only dream of. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank her for all her support and hard work: and as contractors I think you
should thank her too.
Thanks also to Frank McLaughlan, who some of you may remember from his time on the
committee in the past. We initially asked Frank to come and support us with EMOP/TCAM
(hospital discharge) uptake to ensure we received the full grant from the Academic Health
Science Networks. Frank has also been supporting the Covid-19 response on an interim
basis in West Essex.
The big news story for contractors in 2019/20 was of course the announcement of a fiveyear Community Pharmacy Contractual Framework. This provided at least an idea of
direction of travel for the next 5 years, and sought to offer a degree of financial stability in
that the funding remains fixed rather than further cuts: however in real terms a fixed
remuneration represents a year on year fall as it does not factor in inflationary pressures
and other costs on pharmacies as employers. Further, although the total envelope may be
consistent, access to some services may not be available to all contractors equally and
much of our work is and will continue to be ensuring contractors are aware of and taking
up as many opportunities as they are able to.
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Following this announcement PSNC announced a review into contractor representation
and negotiation, which has been undertaken by Professor David Wright from University of
East Anglia. The whole of the committee contributed to the response, and we are pleased
to note that more contractors from Essex undertook the survey than any other single LPC.
The review publication was delayed by covid-19; however, we anticipate this will frame the
expectations of, and workplan for the committee and office in the next year. No doubt this
will throw up some challenges, but I am confident that our own reflections in the past year
have put us in a good place to rise to these: To use your levies responsibly to represent
Essex contractors to the best of our abilities.
I look forward to working with you all in the coming year.

Karen Samuel-Smith
Chief Officer
Essex LPC
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2019-2020 Commissioned Services

Authority

Public Health Statutory Services
Essex County Council

Southend-on-Sea Borough
Council

Thurrock Council

Commissioned directly by
council.
contact: Tony Mardle
tonymardle@southend.gov.uk
01702 212000

Commissioned directly by
council.

EPUT.
Contact Karen Payne
Karen.payne@eput.nhs.uk
01702 456859
Lloyds for substance misuse
and NSP. Based on needs
assessment.

Healthy Living Partnership
contracted by Provide

Not currently commissioned
from pharmacy.

Not currently commissioned
from pharmacy

Service
Stop Smoking

Healthy Living Partnership
contracted by Provide
Any willing provider.

Sexual Health

Substance
misuse/NSP

NHS
Healthchecks

Healthy Living Partnership
contracted by Provide.
Any willing provider.
Essex STARS substance
misuse, open road for NSP.
Based on needs assessment.
contact:
Jackie Smith
Jacqueline.smith62@nhs.net
01206 228670 for substance
misuse
Jody Leach
jody.leach@openroad.org.uk
01206 369782 for NSP
Anglia Community Enterprise
(ACE). Based on needs
assessment.
Lianne Emmerson (North)
lianne.emmerson@nhs.net
01255 477072
Leanne Doyle (South)
leanne.doyle@nhs.net 01255
477074

Any willing provider.
MPFT (Inclusion) Based on
needs assessment. contact
Kim Mandy
KimLee.Mandy@sssft.nhs.net
01375 374411 or
0300 303 1018
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ESSEX COUNTY COUNCIL AREA
Needle Exchange services
These are managed by Open Road.
“The past few months have been very difficult for Open Road’s Needle & Syringe
Programme due to the ongoing issues with Covid-19. We have seen a change in the way
we work with the public, and this has been challenging to say the least. Our pharmacies
throughout Essex have continued to provide an outstanding service under extremely
difficult circumstances and continue to do so. We thank everyone involved for their
continued hard work and dedication during this unprecedented time.
We were hoping to deliver another workshop to help continue to develop our working
relationship, but again due to the current situation this has not been possible. We hope that
we will be able to resume this sometime next year.
“Neo360’ is continuing to work well for most of our pharmacies, with the system managing
orders directly with the supplier and therefore reducing staff time and stock wastage.
We hope that once normality resumes, we will be able to continue with
face-to-face site visits across the county to strengthen our partnership
and provide even better support for all our service users along the way.
Leah Vincent, Open Road
NHS Healthchecks
“This service is managed by Anglia Community Enterprise (ACE).
34 pharmacies were commissioned in 2019/20 and together these
delivered 3,896 healthchecks. Checks covered advice on cholesterol
41.6%, BMI 56%, blood pressure 16.5%, smoking 13.2%, and alcohol advice
20%”
Linz Partner - Data support –GP and Pharmacy -North, CVD Primary Prevention Team
Sexual Health Services
Essex Sexual Health Service (ESHS), has a contract with HLP Ltd to manage sexual health
services in both Essex and Thurrock. This consists of provision of emergency contraception
to women aged 19 and under, a condom distribution service using a smartphone app EcCard, provision of chlamydia treatment via PGD. During 2019-20 emergency contraception
was provided on 689 occasions.
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Stop smoking services
The Essex Lifestyles service has a contract with HLP Ltd to manage the stop smoking service
in Essex pharmacies. This service has been growing year on year despite falling smoking
prevalence, and in 2019/20 supported over 1406 smokers to quit.
Substance misuse supervised consumption services
There are 172 pharmacies listed who have contracts, but not all submit data sheets or
invoices.
This year we have had 3 new pharmacies join the Supervised Consumption Scheme and
one withdrawn.
Overall, the monies paid for the last financial year is just over £100,000.00, but due to the
current situation, I am still waiting for a large amount of submissions for Quarter 4
Jackie Smith, Essex STaRS
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Needle Exchange and Substance Misuse services
Both are managed under a contract with Lloyds pharmacy. We have requested
information regarding activity under this contract but have not had a response.
NHS Healthchecks
These are not commissioned from community pharmacies in Southend-on-Sea.
Sexual Health Services
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council commissioned sexual health services. We have
requested information regarding activity under this contract but have not had a response.
Stop Smoking Services
These are managed in-house by a team within the Public Health directorate, led by Tony
Mardle
“The number of pharmacies who engaged with the service is down from last year to just 19.
They produced 309 quit attempts leading to 136 confirmed quits (44% success rate). Of
these 136 there were 95 carbon monoxide readings (70%) 59 were lost to follow up (19%).
We continue to pay £50 per successful quit with an additional £50 if that quit has a co
reading that confirms the quit.
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Of course, COVID has had a massive impact on the tail end of last year and into this year
with footfall halved. I am sure that we will have to produce a recovery plan at some point.”
Tony Mardle, Public Health Manager, Stop Smoking, Southend Public Health

Thurrock Council
Needle Exchange and Substance Misuse services
Both are managed under a contract with Inclusion.
Number of Pharmacies providing Supervised Consumption, 12.
13 Pharmacies in Thurrock – 1 currently has no clients supervised.
Number of pharmacies Supplying Needle Exchange, 5.
Previously 6 pharmacies supplying service – 1 stopped during the year
Service Manager and Clinical visited majority of pharmacies providing supervised
consumption, we could not complete due to Lockdown. The purpose of the visits was to
discuss and develop partnership working and for both parties to agree to a new Good
Practice guide. Pharmacies were accommodating and all signed the Good Practice
agreement. It also gave us an opportunity to discuss any areas that may have needed
development and improve communication between all parties. Inclusion Visions found the
visits helpful and felt they strengthened our partnership work with pharmacies.
Kim Mandy - Thurrock Visions INCLUSION
NHS Healthchecks
These are not currently commissioned from community pharmacies in Thurrock.
Sexual Health Services
See Essex County Council.

Stop Smoking Services
“There are currently 5 pharmacies who are actively providing the stop smoking service on
behalf of Thurrock Healthy Lifestyle Service, Thurrock Council within Thurrock and for 19/20
these pharmacies and their staff have been busy supporting the residents who smoke to
quit smoking and improve their health. For 19/20 our pharmacies supported 83 smokers to
set a quit date with 25 of those achieving a 4-week quit and 8 still smoke free at 12 weeks.
Pharmacies provide a valuable community resource for residents who cannot access
services at times that are convenient to them, and we want to work with more Thurrock
pharmacies to provide the service locally. Obviously, due to COVID-19, activity has had to
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reduce in pharmacy in order for them to prioritise work and redeploy staff and we are
grateful for the work they do in continuing to have those making every contact count
conversations and signposting smokers into our service. For pharmacies who are interested
in providing the stop smoking service for our Thurrock residents please contact Thurrock
Healthy Lifestyle service on 0800 292 2299 or email thurrock.ph@nhs.net”
Tina Lincoln, Service Manager, Thurrock Healthy Lifestyle Service
Other locally commissioned services
Thurrock Council Occupational Health ‘Flu vaccination service
This service was commissioned for a second year and delivered 240
vaccines to council employees at the council offices and works depot.
This service has proved successful enough that the council are offering a
four-year contract.

Thurrock and Basildon and Brentwood CCG warfarin service
This service was commissioned again throughout 2019/20. This service was commissioned in
South West Essex
Warfarin Service 2019-20

Basildon and Brentwood
Thurrock

new
registrations
443
176

ongoing
checks
1371
598

Total £
21,199
8,902

North East Essex COPD service
This service, providing COPD rescue packs where appropriate and following a
COPD review, was commissioned for a third winter

NPA and Provide hypertension and ABPM pilot service
This was commissioned from 10 pharmacies across all CCG areas. The pilot examines the
feasibility of pharmacies screening patients for hypertension and conducting ABPM to
diagnose patients with a high reading at screening.
Between December 2018 and December 2019 there were 314 total
blood pressures taken, 117 ABPM and 3 HBPM.
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Essex LPC Contractor Representation Work
Market Entry
We have seen the volume of market entry applications for new pharmacies decline each
year since the funding changes in 2016, and most of our work in this area is now associated
with relocations and consolidations. We are happy to advise existing contractors on this
and have a breadth of experience of applications and appeals to draw on.
Pharmacy Applications April 2019 – March 2020
Application

Approved

Refused

Withdrawn/
Lapsed

Awaiting
Decision

Application for Relocation - No
Significant Change
Application Offering
Unforeseen Benefits
Identified Future Improvements
or Better Access
Application for Distance Selling
Pharmacy
Consolidation

4

Applications
Received
4

1

2

2

2

TOTAL

7

8

18 pharmacies changed their supplementary hours

Complaints, Contract Breaches and Performance Management
Those of you who attended our “raising the bar” conference back in February 2016 may
recall the importance we placed on ensuring regulatory and professional obligations as the
bedrock of service development. As we predicted at that time there has been a marked
increase in the number of pharmacy cases being considered by NHS England and
Improvement, either through the Contracts Team which manages breach and remedial
notices, or through the Performance Advisory Group which considers complaints or
incidents giving cause for concern, authorises investigations and determines appropriate
action.
We attended five contract monitoring visits at the request of contractors in 2019/20,
although the role is largely to observe we can often help the contractor demonstrate the
evidence that NHSE requires and advise on subsequent action plans. We are continuing to
lobby for visit reports to reflect the visit in its entirety and not just areas requiring
improvement, as is current practice.
Essex LPC is consulted on breach notices and attends Performance Advisory Group
meetings to represent contractors. We also attend associated performance meetings and
investigations. Because of the increased activity in this area we have invested in attending
the NHS Resolution case manager training, which has both given us greater insight into the
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working of the NHS performance arrangements and gained the organisation a degree of
credibility from other panel members and case managers.
Naturally it can be quite daunting for contractors to be subject to a complaint and/or an
investigation, we have lobbied for improved communication between case managers and
contractors and we continue to monitor this.
Our request to contractors would be to speak to us as soon as you are aware that there
has been a complaint or that you receive a request for a factual account: Many cases
can be resolved and closed early if a timely and complete response is provided at this
stage. Unfortunately, we still get a lot of calls at “the 11th hour” which makes a considered
response more difficult and has probably caused more sleepless nights than it needed to.
Understandably the confidential nature of representing contractors in performance
processes prevents us from including details of this work in the body of the annual report.
Activity is reported to the committee anonymously and in terms of progress through the
various stages of the performance management process rather than details of the matter
under consideration.
Promoting Community Pharmacy
Patients and public
Essex LPC has promoted Community Pharmacy at community groups and events
throughout the year including giving talks or presentations to Vange Ladies, Wickford
Huff’n’Puffs and the West Essex
Medicines Champions.
We were asked to judge a
children’s drawing competition
promoting community pharmacy
in North East Essex, and the entries
are still displayed on the LPC
office meeting room wall.
Capacity within the office team
limited this activity to some extent
however, and this is an area that
requires more work in the coming
year.
Health and Social Care Partners
We represent Essex Community Pharmacy at a number of CCG committees and steering
groups, however capacity remains an issue: we would always welcome expressions of
interest from contractors who have an area of expertise who would be willing to attend
relevant meetings, either on a regular basis or to contribute to task-and-finish groups (not
listed.) These are increasingly becoming on-line meetings which may address some
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previous challenges to pharmacy attendance. In 2019/20 we have attended or been
invited to attend:
North East Essex CCG
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory Network (meets every 2 months)
Diabetes Service Board (meets every 2 months)
CCG “bite size” team meetings (ad hoc)
One Colchester Delivery Group (meets every 2 months)
Area Prescribing Committee (monthly. Usually attended by Suffolk LPC who feedback)

Mid Essex CCG
•
•
•

Clinical Cabinet (monthly)
Area Prescribing Committee (monthly)
Communications and market steering group (monthly)

Thurrock/Basildon and Brentwood CCGs
•
•
•
•
•

South West Diabetes Network (meets every 2 months)
South West Respiratory Working Group (meets every 2 months)
Clinical Executive Group and Practice Manager Forum (ad hoc)
Southend and Castle Point and Rochford CCGs
Drugs and Therapeutics Committee (monthly)

West Essex
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diabetes expert oversight group (monthly)
Gastro expert oversight group (monthly)
Respiratory expert oversight group (monthly)
Medicines Optimisation Programme Board (monthly)
Medicines Champion Group (ad hoc)
Pharmacy Network meeting (every 2 months)
Epping Forest Health and Wellbeing board (every 2 months)

Essex-wide and regional
•
•
•

Essex Pharmacy Leads Group (usually every 2 months)
Essex PNA steering group. Although PNA is valid for 3 years the steering group regularly
convenes to consider supplementary statements and challenges to the PNA.
Anglia LPC/NHSE meeting (usually every 2 months)

We have also supported Essex Health and Wellbeing board at an MP meeting where the
Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment was challenged, promoting community pharmacy and
providing technical and contextual information to support the HWB’s position.
We continue to meet regularly both formally and informally with Essex Local Medical
Committee (LMC) and have worked together to try and resolve any concerns or
misunderstanding between practices and pharmacies without the need for escalation to
commissioners.
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Events Arranged for Contractors
SW Essex Forum Meeting

23rd April 2019

Mid Essex Forum Meeting – Respiratory

30th April 2019

NE Essex Forum Meeting

1st May 2019

West Essex Forum Meeting – Respiratory

2nd May 2019

SE Essex Forum Meeting – Asthma Care

9th May 2019

Mid Essex Forum Meeting – Inhaler Technique

10th July 2019

NE Essex Forum Meeting – Inhaler Technique

11th July 2019

Peer Review Sessions - revalidation

6th, 8th, 20th August 2019

Peer Review Sessions – revalidation

2nd & 5th September
2019

SE Essex Forum Meeting – Primary Care Networks

30th October 2019

NE Essex Forum Meeting – Primary Care Networks

12th November 2019

SW Essex Forum Meeting – Primary Care Networks

13th November 2019

Mid Essex Forum Meeting – Primary Care Networks

14th November 2019

West Essex Forum Meeting – Primary Care Networks

20th November 2019

First Thing First – Daiichi Sanyko

14th January 2020

NE Essex Forum Meeting

30th January 2020

SE Essex Forum Meeting

4th February 2020

West Essex Forum Meeting

6th February 2020

SW Essex Forum Meeting

11th February 2020

Mid Essex Forum Meeting

12th February 2020

Respiratory Pathway – Boehringer Ingelheim

5th March 2020
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Forum Meetings
A total of 17 forum meetings have taken
place this year (6 in South, 4 in North East
and Mid and 3 in West). Unfortunately, 4
meetings were cancelled due to low
numbers.

However, there have been several additional meetings that have occurred on
specific topics, including 5 Peer Review sessions for revalidation and two Pharma
company led meetings.
Essex LPC Meetings
4 meetings have taken place with Committee Members. May 2019 meeting was cancelled.
LPC Annual Conference
Gordon Hockey, Director of Operations and Support from PSNC was our key speaker at the
Essex LPC Conference that took place on 18th September 2019. He discussed the “Fiveyear deal on the Community Pharmacy Contractual Framework (CPCF)”. 102 contractors
attended the meeting.
AGM Notes from Wednesday 18th September 2019
Chair’s Introduction
Bina Patel thanked all the Contractors present at the AGM for attending.
Bina Patel is striving for community pharmacist to unite and work cohesively; she acknowledged the pressure
everyone is currently under and how essential it is to support each other at such a busy time.
Minutes from the AGM held on Wednesday 19th September 2018 were formally accepted by Rajiv Sharma
and seconded by Abimbola Faseun.

Essex LPC Annual Report
Ashok Pattani firstly apologised for not have the accounts being included in the annual report, due to
unforeseen issues. He confirmed the audited accounts will be available on the Essex LPC website in October
2019
Proposed by Rajiv Sharma and seconded by Prinal Ruparel
Essex LPC Annual Report 2018/19 was therefore formally approved and adopted by those present.

Essex LPC Financial Report
Ashok Pattani verbally explained the 2018/19 financial position for Essex LPC.
Couple of points mentioned, included sponsorship has been declining over the last couple of years. Essex
LPC Office had IT system updated at the beginning of the year.
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The reserve is lower than PSNC recommendation safety level. The levy for Essex, at 11.5p is the lowest within
East Anglia
No questions were raised, Ashok Pattani asked for a proposal from the floor to adopt the unaudited LPC
accounts.
Proposed by Rajat Patel and seconded by Mark Howell

Contractor Development
Unfortunately, the Contractor Development event scheduled for the 21st January 2020 was
cancelled.
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Financial Statement
Essex LPC
Income and Expenditure Account
for the Year Ended 31 March 2020

Income
Levy receipts
Sponsorship
Deposit account interest

2020
£
£

2019
£
£

313,811
23,399
340
________

314,844
15,953
215
_________

337,550
Expenditure
PSNC expenses (including levy)
Rent and rates
Insurance
Utilities
Wages and social security
Pensions
Newsletters and printing
Administration expenses
Office supplies
Travel
Room hire
Miscellaneous
Attendance fees
Catering
Training
Audit and accountancy
Bank charges
Tax on interest received
Depreciation

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

99,574
2,937
978
1,164
127,523
2,285
1,648
7,019
2,012
6,559
3,418
2,622
38,396
7,800
600
3,000
253
65
4,561
________

331,012
100,229
955
1,010
1,088
161,077
1,787
1,404
10,876
3,350
7,544
4,122
2,809
30,451
10,190
2,099
3,000
164
41
2,391
__________

312,414

344,587

_________

________

25,136
_______

(13,575)
________
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Financial Statement (cont)
Essex LPC
Balance Sheet
for the Year Ended 31 March 2020

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Prepayments
Barclays bank accounts
Natwest bank accounts

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Taxation
Pension
Accruals

NET ASSETS

2020
£
£

2019
£
£

86,189

90,750

701
9,822
206,921
________

737
9,822
175,634
_______

217,444
________

186,193
_______

65
329
6,381
________

34
327
4,860
________

6,775
________

5,221
________

210,669
_______

180,972
_______

296,858
_______

271,722
_______

271,722
25,136
_______

285,297
(13,575)
_______

296,858
_______

271,722
_______

FINANCED BY
ACCUMULATED RESERVES
Brought forward
Surplus / (deficit)
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Committee Member’s Attendance Record
LPC Members Record of
Meeting Attendance 2019-20
NAME

Elected or Appointed

Attendance Record

Babatunde Sokoya

Elected Independent

3/4

Bina Patel

Elected Independent

4/4

Amarjit Nandhra

CCA Appointment

2/4

Hamish Borno
* left the Committee
September 2019
Penny Skellern

Elected Independent
Elected Independent

3/4

Rajiv Sharma

Elected Independent

3/4

Sanjay Patel

CCA Appointment

2/4

Simon Moul

AIMS Appointment

4/4

Chirag Patel

CCA Appointment

4/4

Jon Lake

CCA Appointment

3/4

Ashley Agwuncha
* left the Committee
March 2020

CCA Appointment

1/3

Please note the May 2019 meeting was cancelled.
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Declaration of Interests (as of January 2020)
Name

Business Interests

Voluntary
Organisations
or Charities

Contracting for NHS
Services

Amarjit Nandhra

Well Pharmacy

N/A

N/A

Simon Moul

None

Day Lewis PLC
Leach & Burton Ltd

Chirag Patel

Employee Day Lewis PLC
Superintendent Pharmacist
Leach & Burton Ltd
Rowlands Pharmacy

Nil

Rowlands Pharmacy

Jon Lake

Boots employee

Nil

Boots employee

Sanjay Patel

Work for Boots UK

Nil

None

Ashok Pattani

None

Nil

Nil

Bina Patel

Kalsons Limited t/a Kalsons
Chemist, Earls Hall Pharmacy,
Village Pharmacy
Great Berry Pharmacy

Nil

Nil

Nil

Great Berry Pharmacy

Nil

Nil

Nil

Karen Samuel-Smith

Pharmacist (Employee)
Maylandsea Pharmacy
TSGK Enterprises Ltd t/a Easter
Pharmacy – Director
None in current year.
Consultancy for Pfizer in
2018/19 declared and
approved by GSOC (two
meetings)

TSGK Enterprises Ltd T/A
Easter Pharmacy
Partner works as consultant
to Barking & Redbridge
CCG’s and to Tower
Hamlets GP federation

Angela Culleton

None

None

Rajiv Sharma
Penny Skellern
Tunde Sokoya

Nil

None
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LPC Member’s Contact Details (February 2020)
Status

Name

Elected Contractor
Rep

Bina Patel

Nominated AIMp Rep

(Chair)
Simon Moul
(Vice Chair)

Locality

South East

North East

Elected Contractor
Rep

Penny Skellern

Nominated CCA Rep

Chirag Patel

Nominated CCA Rep

vacancy

Nominated CCA Rep

Amarjit Nandhra

Nominated CCA Rep

Jon Lake

Nominated CCA Rep

Sanjay Patel

Elected Contractor
Rep.

Rajiv Sharma

South West

Elected Contractor
Rep

Babatunde Sokoya

West

Chief Officer

Karen Samuel-Smith

Finance Manager

Ashok Pattani

(GSOC chair)

Mid

Mid

Contact
Number
01702 347676
07813 921993
01206 843130
07704 412515
01621 743078
07766 711666

E-mail Address

BPatel.pharmacist@hotmail.com

simon.moul@daylewisplc.co.uk

penny@skelhive.co.uk

01621 850559
07983 361414

Chiragpatel006@hotmail.com

South West 07408 808925

Amarjitnandhra@hotmail.co.uk

South East

07887 451255

Jon.lake@boots.co.uk

07557 744733

Sanjay.p.patel@boots.co.uk

01268 544948
07845 970612
020 8502 9997
07970 137492
01245 460079
07900 218444
07812 837452

raj.sharma444444@gmail.com

gtsokoya@aol.com

karen@essexlpc.org.uk
ashok.pattani1@btinternet.com
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Essex Local Pharmaceutical Committee
17 Clematis Tye
Springfield
Chelmsford
Essex, CM1 7BJ
Tel: 01245 460079
E-mail: office@essexlpc.org.uk
www.essexlpc.org.uk

